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\textbf{Abstract:} Microservices are known as an architecture for building scalable applications running in the cloud. However, they also promise high maintainability due to smaller code bases and strong component separation, making them an interesting option for software modernization. We present a migration process to decompose an existing application into microservices, and report on experiences from applying this process in an ongoing legacy modernization project.
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Microservices are an architectural style for software which currently receives a lot of attention in both industry and academia [Ha18]. In addition to scalability [Ha16], microservices may furthermore enable both agility and reliability [HS17]. As a consequence, many companies are currently considering whether microservices are a viable option for their software systems [KH19]. Microservices are also used for modular research software [Jo16].

A particularly interesting aspect of microservices is that several authors consider them as a viable means for modernizing existing, monolithic software applications [BHJ16]. For instance, the software visualization tool ExplorViz [FKH17; FRH15] has been restructured into microservices [ZKH18]. Furthermore, there are experience reports of several companies who have successfully replaced (parts of) their existing software by microservices, or are in the process of doing so.

Based on experience from an ongoing industrial legacy modernization project, we recommend an incremental approach for migration towards microservices consisting of five steps [KH18]. The project’s main goals are to improve the maintainability of a legacy system by breaking it into strictly isolated components based on the bounded contexts of the underlying domain, and to incrementally migrate the system from Cobol to Java. Microservices are a suitable architecture for achieving these goals due to their organization around business capabilities, high evolvability, strong component separation, and focus on cross-platform interaction.

Our approach aims at isolating – and subsequently replacing – microservice candidates inside the monolith using well-defined, platform independent interfaces, while ensuring
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that the functional requirements of the surrounding monolith are still met. As legacy modernization projects are both risky and costly and can take a long time to complete, the approach is designed to improve the structure of the monolith even before all steps are completed.
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